
The Original Einhell hose and transport cart is compatible with the Einhell cordless hose reel GE-HR 18/30 Li and GE-HR 18/30 WH Li. A wall-mounted

hose reel can be easily converted into a hose cart with no tools required. With a large cargo surface of 28 x 34 cm and a maximum load capacity of 50

kg, the trolley finds many uses, such as transporting potted plants or beverage crates. A 75-litre garden waste bag, which attaches to the trolley with a

hook-and-loop fastener, is included. The trolley comes with two ground stakes which can be used to anchor it on the lawn. The supplied 1.5 m-long

12,5 mm (1/2") extension hose increases the possible range of use.

Cordless Hose Reel (Water)Acc.

hose & transport trolley
Item No.: 4173772

Ident No.: 21013

Bar Code: 4006825674231

Features & Benefits
Original Einhell Hose and Transport Trolley-

Suitable: Cordless hose reel GE-HR 18/30 Li, GE-HR 18/30 WH Li-

Tool-free insertion of the hose reel for mobile use-

Large wheels (Ø 170 mm) made of high-quality plastic-

Wide support surface (28 x 34 cm) for variable use-

Also for transporting e.g. potted plants or beverage crates-

Maximum load of 50 kg-

Incl. 2x ground spikes to fix the trolley in the lawn-

Incl. 1.5 m extension hose 12,5 mm (1/2") with double nipple-

Incl. 75 L garden waste bag-

Delivery without Einhell battery hose reel-

Technical Data
- Wheels yes

- Waste bag yes

- Capacity waste bag 75 L

Logistic Data
- Product weight (kg) 4.78

- Gross weight (kg) 7.24

- Dimensions single packaging 547 x 225 x 610 mm

- Pieces per export carton 2 Pieces

- Gross weight of export carton 14.48 kg

- Dimensions export carton 570 x 480 x 640 mm

- Container quantity (20“/40“/40“HC) 330 | 720 | 800

Illustrations can contain accessories, which are not included in standard extent of delivery
Illustration similar (in design), production-wise modifications reserved

GS mark belongs to the product itself only, excluded accessory
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